The extent to which renal progression after acute kidney injury (AKI) arises from an initial step drop in kidney function (incomplete recovery), or from a long-term trajectory of subsequent decline, is unclear. This makes it challenging to plan or time post-discharge follow-up. This study of 14651 hospital survivors in 2003 (1966 with AKI, 12685 no AKI) separates incomplete recovery from subsequent renal decline by using the post-discharge estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) rather than the pre-admission as a new reference point for determining subsequent renal outcomes. Outcomes were sustained 30% renal decline and de novo CKD stage 4, followed from 2003-2013. Death was a competing risk. Overall, death was more common than subsequent renal decline (37.5% vs 11.3%) and CKD stage 4 (4.5%). Overall, 25.7% of AKI patients had non-recovery. Subsequent renal decline was greater after AKI (vs no AKI) (14.8% vs 10.8%). Renal decline after AKI (vs no AKI) was greatest among those with higher post-discharge eGFRs with multivariable hazard ratios of 2.29 (1.88-2.78); 1.50 (1.13-2.00); 0.94 (0.68-1.32) and 0.95 (0.64-1.41) at eGFRs of 60 or more; 45-59; 30-44 and under 30, respectively. The excess risk after AKI persisted over ten years of study, irrespective of AKI severity, or post-episode proteinuria. Thus, even if post-discharge kidney function returns to normal, hospital admission with AKI is associated with increased renal progression that persists for up to ten years. Follow-up plans should avoid false reassurance when eGFR after AKI returns to normal. 
A cute kidney injury (AKI) is common and associated with poor renal outcomes, 1 but the clinical course is not well understood. [2] [3] [4] One reason for the increase in advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) after AKI (vs. no AKI) is "nonrecovery," that is, the occurrence of a step drop in estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) during the AKI episode, which does not return to baseline once the episode has ended ( Figure 1 , pink dashed line). However, another path to advanced CKD after AKI may be a trajectory of subsequent renal decline after the episode has ended ( Figure 1 , red solid line). This distinction between subsequent progression and nonrecovery is crucial in clinical practice. At the time of a post-discharge clinical review, future subsequent renal decline is uncertain, whereas the extent of nonrecovery can already be observed. Moreover, because the trajectory of renal decline can vary from a gradual to a catastrophic loss of function, 5 both hard outcomes (e.g., de novo long-term renal replacement therapy [RRT] or CKD stage 4) and intermediate outcomes (e.g., a 30% drop in kidney function) 6 are important for clinicians and their patients to understand when planning care.
The Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes AKI guidelines provide advice for post-AKI management based on expert opinion but without graded evidence. 7 They state that people with AKI should be re-evaluated for resolution of kidney function and receive care based on CKD guidelines if they have developed CKD. However, this guidance does not apply to those who have had an episode of AKI and recovered to normal levels of kidney function after the episode. The relevance of postepisode recovery to baseline as a stratifying risk factor for AKI outcomes has been previously recognized in some studies but not in others. 8 This is because previous studies have dichotomized recovery as being present or absent, with each using different cutoff values, but in reality, a spectrum of renal recovery exists. 9, 10 Moreover, even if patients could be adequately grouped by recovery status, the use of a pre-episode baseline for determining outcomes would not separate the initial progression caused by incomplete recovery (however slight) from the subsequent progression caused by ongoing decline. The solution in clinical practice is that a clinician will wait to see where a postepisode eGFR finally settles (which becomes the "new baseline") before evaluating risk and planning care from that point on. Therefore this is the approach we adopted in our analysis.
In this large population study, we evaluated whether a completed AKI episode was still associated with subsequent renal decline, after allowing for a variable extent of initial renal recovery to baseline once the episode has ended. We isolated subsequent renal decline by using post-episode eGFR as the reference for subsequent renal outcomes. We hypothesized that more patients with AKI (vs. no AKI) would experience ongoing renal decline (a 30% eGFR drop), resulting in more patients with AKI having CKD stage 4.
RESULTS Population
Of 17,630 patients with an index hospital admission in 2003, 14,651 patients were alive and not receiving long-term RRT 1 year after index hospital admission ( Figure 2 ). This included 1966 with AKI and 12,685 without AKI. For the study of de novo CKD stage 4, an additional 545 patients who already had eGFR < 30 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 at study entry were excluded. Thus 14,651 patients were available for the study of renal decline and 14,106 for the study of de novo CKD stage 4. The follow-up period of the study extended up to 10 years after the hospital admission, including 93,419 patient-years and a median of 8.6 years of follow-up.
Key findings
From a reference point of the eGFR 1 year after a hospital admission episode, sustained subsequent 30% eGFR decline developed in 1660 of 14,651 patients (11.3%; 14.8% for AKI, 10.8% for no AKI), and sustained new CKD stage 4 occurred in 632 of 14,106 patients (4.5%; 7.1% for AKI, 4.1% for no AKI). Overall, patients were more likely to die than experience subsequent renal progression, whether defined as 30% renal decline (37.5% vs. 11.3%) or as new CKD stage 4 (38.8% vs. 4.5%).
Characteristics of patients with and without AKI Table 1 describes the characteristics of patients with and without AKI during the index hospital admission. Those with AKI (vs. no AKI) were older and were more frequently admitted on an emergency basis or to a critical care setting. They had more comorbidities. Although pre-hospital episode baseline eGFR was higher among those with AKI, post-discharge eGFR was lower, and a greater proportion of patients had a 30% decline in eGFR from the pre-hospital episode to the posthospital episode (25.7% AKI, 2.3% no AKI) (i.e., nonrecovery). Nonrecovery was especially common among patients with AKI and post-episode eGFR < 60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (42.3%). The proportion of patients with post-episode proteinuria was also 3-fold higher among those with AKI.
Crude proportions and cumulative rates of subsequent renal progression Figure 3 shows the crude proportions of people alive 1 year after hospital discharge who subsequently experienced renal decline (top plot), de novo CKD stage 4 (bottom plot), and death before progression during the study follow-up period until 10 years after discharge. After AKI (vs. no AKI), there was an excess of renal decline, or decline and death outcomes A patient with AKI who has incomplete post-episode recovery has a high risk of developing advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) even if subsequent renal decline is slow (pink dashed line). However, the risk of advanced CKD in a patient with AKI who has near-complete recovery depends on whether he or she experiences subsequent decline at a rapid trajectory (red solid line). In both cases at a post-AKI reassessment review (time d), renal recovery and post-episode kidney function are already observable, but the risk of subsequent decline is uncertain. The vertical black dashed line at time d represents the start of follow-up in this study. eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate.
combined, among those with post-episode eGFR $ 60 ml/ min per 1.73 m 2 . This excess was not present among those with a lower post-episode eGFR. The outcome of de novo CKD stage 4 was also more common among those with AKI, but uncommon among those with post-episode eGFR $ 60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (1.5% AKI, 0.7% no AKI) and eGFR c l i n i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n Figure S1 shows crude outcomes at 5 years after hospital discharge, with similar relationships, but with fewer deaths. Figure 4 shows the cumulative incidences of subsequent renal decline (a and b) and de novo CKD stage 4 (c and d) stratified by AKI and post-episode eGFR, accounting for the competing risk of death. Follow-up in all plots starts 1 year after discharge (i.e., study entry). Death without progression was more common than either progression outcome, and in the absence of a post-episode eGFR < 60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 , de novo CKD stage 4 was rare.
Characteristics of patients with and without subsequent renal progression Table 2 describes the baseline characteristics of patients who progressed, died, or were alive without subsequent progression at the end of the study. Those with subsequent progression by either definition were older and had more comorbidities, including baseline renal impairment, as were those who died. A greater proportion of patients who Intra-episode background change in eGFR was the change between pre-episode baseline and post-episode eGFR (that can occur irrespective of the presence of AKI). d Post-episode proteinuria was based on proteinuria measurements taken during or within 1 year of the index hospital admission.
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Kidney International (2017) 92, 440-452 experienced progression had diabetes as compared with those who died without progression, whereas the reverse was true for the other comorbidities. Table 3 describes renal measurements within each progression group. Those with subsequent progression by either definition had a greater proportion with a low post-episode eGFR, proteinuria, AKI, prior AKI, and any change in eGFR (whether a rise or fall) during the admission episode. The proportion with post-episode proteinuria was 2-fold higher in those with progression than in those who died without progression. The increased progression among those with AKI did not vary by AKI stage.
Independent association between AKI and subsequent renal progression Table 4 describes the multivariable-adjusted relationship between AKI and renal decline stratified by post-episode eGFR (interaction P < 0.001). The plain text indicates relative risks compared with a reference group with no AKI and eGFR $ 60 ml/min per 1.73 m , respectively. Table 5 shows a similar relationship between AKI and de novo CKD stage 4, but the magnitude of the variation with post-episode eGFR was greater.
Sensitivity and subgroup analyses
Supplementary Table 2 shows the interactions tested in further analyses for the renal decline endpoint. The role of AKI (vs. no AKI) was modified by age (interaction P value ¼ 0.01) with greater relative risk in the young than in the elderly, but significant in both groups. It was not modified by 
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gender (P value ¼ 0.86), diabetes (P value ¼ 0.90), cancer (P value ¼ 0.78), or cardiac failure (P value ¼ 0.23). A statistically significant time interaction (i.e., nonproportionality) was also present (P value ¼ 0.04), and therefore in a sensitivity analysis we split follow-up at 5 years after discharge. As reported in Supplementary Table S2 , the HR for AKI up to 5 years among those alive at 1 year (1.69, 1.40-2.03) was greater than the HR for AKI up to 10 years for those alive and at risk 5 years after discharge (1.45, 1.12-1.88). As reported in Supplementary Table S3 , we also repeated the analysis for AKI versus no AKI excluding those with post-episode proteinuria, with similar pattern results. We also repeated the analysis excluding those who only had a discharge eGFR available for post-episode eGFR, and the findings were unchanged. Further sensitivity analyses included additional adjustment for acute hospital diagnoses (Supplementary Table S4 ) and reanalysis with the use of a Fine and Gray competing risks model (Supplementary Table S5 ). Both showed similar results. Post-episode eGFR was the most recent available eGFR at a time point 1 year after discharge from the index hospital admission. This was used as the reference for determining subsequent renal outcomes. b Intra-episode background change in eGFR was the change between pre-episode baseline and post-episode eGFR (that can occur irrespective of the presence of AKI). 
DISCUSSION
This large analysis of hospital survivors after AKI isolates the risk of long-term subsequent progression of kidney disease from progression that has already arisen because of an initial step drop in kidney function (incomplete recovery). When this novel approach was used, AKI during a hospital admission was associated with increased subsequent renal progression irrespective of how progression was defined, irrespective of proteinuria or AKI severity, and even if post-episode kidney function was normal. In one of the longest observation periods of any renal progression study, the excess risk after AKI diminished over time but persisted throughout the 10 years of the study. Previous studies have also shown an association between AKI and long-term CKD, [1] [2] [3] [4] but our analysis extends the current understanding by providing greater detail and precision. First, to the best of our knowledge, no previous studies of AKI prognosis have presented renal progression endpoints both defined in terms of an intermediate outcome (30% renal decline) and a hard outcome (de novo CKD stage 4 or long-term RRT). This analysis shows that no matter how renal progression is defined, AKI is associated with poorer long-term outcomes, although we recognize that de novo CKD stage 4 was most common among those with AKI who already had a low eGFR. Second, previous analyses have used an all-or-nothing "renal recovery" dichotomy as a risk factor for prognostic study in AKI. 8, 9 However, grouping patients in this way does not separate the initial renal decline (i.e., nonrecovery to baseline that is already observable after the episode) from subsequent renal decline (the uncertainty of what happens next), nor does it account for intra-episode changes in eGFR that can occur irrespective of AKI.
2 Our analysis provides the following important detail: whereas 25.7% of people with AKI experienced a 30% decline between their pre-episode and post-discharge eGFR values from the post-discharge eGFR value, 14.8% of people with AKI experienced subsequent renal decline. This represented a relative risk of up to 2.5-fold from AKI (vs. no AKI), which varied depending on the level of post-episode eGFR.
The interaction between AKI and post-episode eGFR is a unique finding of this analysis. The increased relative risk from AKI (vs. no AKI) was greatest (more than 2-fold) among those who experienced recovery to normal levels (eGFR $ 60), even when those with post-episode proteinuria were excluded. This finding is in contrast to the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes AKI guidelines, which recommend prioritization of those with de novo CKD at a 90-day clinical reassessment. 7 However, regarding the lack of elevated relative risk from AKI among those with a low post-episode eGFR, we note for the reader that subsequent decline represents only one mode of progression. Indeed, a step 30% eGFR drop during admission was particularly common among those with AKI and low postepisode eGFR, indicating that nonrecovery with low subsequent progression was common. The interaction between AKI and eGFR on progression also complements previous studies, which have demonstrated a similar interaction between AKI and eGFR on mortality. 11, 12 Finally, a complementary explanation for the poorer outcomes among those with a normal post-episode eGFR could be that AKI indicates a "failed stress test" unmasking subclinical renal disease. This is biologically plausible because some people with ostensibly "normal" kidney function nevertheless lack functional glomerular filtration reserve. 13 The important clinical implication is that such patients will be more vulnerable to future decline, even though currently available metrics of renal function remain "normal." In this situation a recent AKI episode yields important prognostic information that may otherwise be overlooked if not clearly communicated at any transitions in care.
A strength of this analysis is the use of routinely collected data within a large regional population with long follow-up. This "real-life" situation maximizes the generalizability of our findings. Another strength is the distinction of 2 perspectives on progression by using both intermediate (30% renal decline) and hard (CKD stage 4) endpoints. Moreover, by defining the study entry eGFR at a post-discharge time point, our analysis provides a precise separation of incomplete initial recovery and subsequent renal decline that has not previously been studied. A limitation is that data collection was not protocolized. This means there may be ascertainment biases in our determination of renal progression, but these will have been partially offset by our requirement for the outcomes to be sustained for at least 90 days. We also conducted a sensitivity analysis excluding patients with only a discharge creatinine value available in the first post-episode year, with unchanged results. Similarly, quantified proteinuria was frequently not tested in the cohort. In most cases this will have been because of a low level of suspicion for proteinuria or a negative urinalysis, but some cases of proteinuria may have been missed. We also recognize that post-AKI proteinuria will frequently reflect underlying renal disease rather than a new derangement consequent to AKI. Finally, as with all observational studies, there will be residual confounding, which means that the long-term role of AKI may have been overestimated. Our analyses included adjustment for confounders including social, demographic, and renal measurements; comorbid factors; and acute diagnoses in a sensitivity analysis. However, we recognize that hospital episode International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) codes for comorbidities may lack granularity. We note that prospective recruitment and protocolized follow-up could overcome some of these issues but would be at the expense of "real-life" generalizability.
Overall, this study shows that no matter how severe an AKI episode is, irrespective of proteinuria and even if postepisode function is apparently preserved, an episode of AKI is associated with increased subsequent renal decline that persists for up to 10 years. Recommendations for follow-up should therefore be formulated carefully to avoid false reassurance when eGFR after AKI appears to have returned to the normal range. 
METHODS

Population
The Grampian Laboratory Outcomes Morbidity and Mortality Study 12, 14, 15 is a population cohort achieved by linking national and regional data sources for a single United Kingdom health authority (Grampian resident adult population 438,332). 16 Nonresidents have been excluded. Because data linkage avoids the need for active recruitment, this virtual cohort is not affected by the selection biases inherent in patient enrollment. The region includes a large tertiary center (w1000 beds) and 2 outlying hospitals (combined w500 beds). All biochemistry testing was provided by a single biochemistry service (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) , regardless of clinical location (inpatient, outpatient, community). This minimizes any loss of baseline and follow-up data, which are vital in renal clinical research. 17 Information on mortality, hospital admission episodes, morbidity events, and long-term RRTare available by linkage to hospital episode data, the local renal information management system, and the Scottish Renal Registry.
Study entry
This study includes patients from the Grampian Laboratory Outcomes Morbidity and Mortality Study who survived to the completion of a hospital admission episode in 2003. 12 We chose 1 year after discharge as the time point when the index episode was considered complete and subjects "entered" the study. The most recent eGFR available at study entry (1 year after an episode) was taken as the reference value for determining all subsequent renal outcomes. For the rest of this article, we refer to this as the "postepisode eGFR." Those who were dead or receiving long-term RRT at study entry were excluded.
We selected "1 year after episode" to optimize opportunity for renal recovery and a completeness of post-episode testing. This testing was performed a median 264 days after discharge. As shown in Supplementary Table S1, had study entry been earlier, postepisode tests would have been unavailable in 39% of patients with AKI and 55% of patients who did not have AKI. For the minority of patients who still did not have a test at 1 year, the eGFR at discharge was used as the reference. These patients were also removed in a sensitivity analysis to ensure this did not affect the results.
Exposure AKI during the index hospital admission was identified and staged from 1 to 3 by using AKI criteria based on the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) Acute Kidney Injury Work Group guidelines. 7 Baseline creatinine values for identifying AKI were determined by a modified "e-alert" algorithm with a hierarchy of criteria for creatinine changes from the previous 48 hours and 7, 90, and 365 days as stated elsewhere. 12 Briefly, this definition for AKI involves 1 of 3 criteria: serum creatinine level $ 1.5 times higher than the median of all creatinine values 8 to 90 days earlier, or 91 to 365 days earlier if no tests were done between 8 and 90 days; serum creatinine level $ 1.5 times higher than the lowest creatinine value within 7 days; or serum creatinine level > 26 mmol/l higher than the lowest creatinine value within 48 hours. We have previously described this definition in more detail for studying the prognosis of AKI in hospitals. 12 Outcomes Two subsequent renal progression outcomes are defined for this analysis: sustained 30% eGFR decline (in all 14,651 patients) and de novo CKD stage 4 (in 14,106 patients with post-episode eGFR $ 30 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 ). For either outcome, progression was sustained if it lasted at least 90 days or if the patient started long-term RRT. Notably, as illustrated in Supplementary Table S1 , if a pre-episode eGFR (instead of the post-episode eGFR) had been used as reference value for subsequent renal outcomes, 25.7% of patients with AKI would already have had a 30% eGFR decline on the first day of the study (i.e., nonrecovery from AKI misclassified as post-episode renal decline).
Follow-up
Follow-up began at study entry, 1 year after discharge from the index hospital episode. It lasted until the date of renal progression (respectively sustained 30% renal decline or new CKD stage 4 for each progression subanalysis), death, or the end of study follow-up in July 2013.
Covariates
We adjusted for all other observable renal measurements at study entry to isolate the post-episode role of an AKI episode. These included the most recent post-episode eGFR available at study entry, the "intra-episode background change in eGFR," the presence of any other prior AKI episodes in the previous 3 years, and quantified proteinuria during the 1-year post-episode period.
We defined "intra-episode background change in eGFR" as the difference between the pre-episode baseline eGFR and the postepisode eGFR (Figure 1 ). The reason for adjusting for this change in addition to all other renal measurements is that background rise or fall in eGFR can occur during any admission episode, irrespective of AKI (e.g., because of loss of muscle mass or slow background renal progression).
All eGFR measures were reported using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration creatinine equation. 18 We grouped post-episode eGFR in 4 categories: $60, 45-59, 30-44, and <30 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 . To allow for nonlinearity, we also grouped intra-episode eGFR change in 5 categories: >30% rise, 10%-30% rise, no change, 10%-30% decline, and >30% decline. 19 Proteinuria measures recorded as "abnormal" were albumin creatinine ratio $ 3 mg/mmol or protein creatinine ratio $ 15 mg/mmol. 20 Nonrenal comorbidities were determined using ICD-10 codes for Charlson comorbidities from the 5 years before admission as previously described and validated. 21 Social and demographic measures included age, sex, whether the patient was in residential care, and home address-based measures of deprivation (most deprived quintile versus the other 4 quintiles of the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation), and rural location (settlement of less than 3000 people). 22 Metrics of admission circumstances were whether the index hospital admission was an emergency or elective and whether the index admission included a stay in a medical (vs. surgical) ward or a critical care or intensive care unit.
Statistical analyses
For both renal progression outcomes (first for 30% eGFR decline, then for de novo CKD stage 4), we reported patient characteristics grouped as follows: those who were alive without renal progression at the end of follow-up, those who experienced renal progression, and those who died without experiencing renal progression (a competing risk).
We plotted crude outcomes both for 30% renal decline and de novo CKD stage 4 during follow-up by AKI and eGFR category. We also estimated and plotted the cumulative incidence of renal progression, accounting for the competing risk of death using the Stata c l i n i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n S Sawhney et al.: Renal progression in AKI survivors command "stcompet" with Stata SE 13.0 software (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX) as described elsewhere. 23 We estimated the independent association of AKI (vs. no AKI) with long-term renal progression in multivariable analysis using both cause-specific Cox models for progression and death without progression. The fully adjusted model included adjustment for social, demographic, admission circumstances, each separate nonrenal Charlson comorbidity, and renal measurements as described previously in the Covariates section. Because an interaction exists between eGFR (in categories $60, 45-59, 30-45, <30) and AKI (vs. no AKI) on mortality, 12, 24 we included an eGFR AKI interaction term for renal progression in this analysis. All analyses were conducted in Stata SE 13.0 software (StataCorp LLC).
Subgroup and sensitivity analyses We tested for interactions of AKI and progression with old age ($70 years), sex, cancer, and diabetes. We also tested an interaction with follow-up time (per year of follow-up completed) to assess the proportionality assumption for AKI. In the main analysis, we presented cause-specific HRs for individuals alive and at risk, which is the preferred approach for estimating the effect of covariates on outcomes as HRs. 25 However, in sensitivity analyses, we also estimated "subdistribution HRs" according to the Fine and Gray model (in which those who died without progression remain in the "risk set"). 25, 26 Because it is not possible to distinguish whether acute diagnoses recorded during the index admission were a cause or consequence of AKI, we did not adjust for acute diagnoses in the primary multivariable analysis, but in a sensitivity analysis, we compared the findings after acute hospital diagnoses (extracted from ICD-10 codes) were added to the models. 12, 27 Because the most recent available post-episode eGFR was at discharge for 20% of the patients, we also repeated the analysis excluding these patients. Finally, because it is possible for patients to have a normal eGFR ($ 60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 ) but still have proteinuric evidence of nonrecovery, 20 we repeated the analysis excluding those with abnormal proteinuria measurements.
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